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Unusualness, or rather a different way of thinking, gives amazing, 

unique results. 

In this context, we would like to note the role of grammatical categories. 

Let’s take a look at the category of number. Many things can be expressed 

with numbers. It is obvious that in different languages the category of 

number can display a different idea of an object. 

In languages of the same family, some concepts may coincide in 

number, because a similar general logic can be traced. For example, the 

word milk (English milk; French lait) is traditionally used in the singular. 

Depending on the concept, the category of number may also coincide in 

languages of different families. For example, the word bread (English 

bread; French pain), as well as in the language of the non-Indo-European 

family, Hebrew, is also in the singular: [1] לֶחֶם. 

It is curious that in Hebrew some fundamental concepts are pluralized. 

An example is English water, sky, similar to them Ukrainian, Russian вода, 

небо. In Hebrew, these concepts are used only in plural: מַיִם water,  מַיִם  שָׁ
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sky, heaven; (Talmudic) God. This changes a lot in the presentation, 

expression of meaning. 

If you take the first page of the Torah itself, it says that God created 

heaven, water. And in many translations, it will mean two opposite 

concepts, but not in Hebrew. Here, it seems to follow from one general, it is 

quite possible that the meaningful prefix “sh” (ש) appears. 

 

 
[2, р. 1]. 

 

The most significant, revealing and interesting is the word God in the 

plural. (אֱלֹהִים) 
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The very designation of the concept of God as somebody in the plural is 

unusual and, perhaps, has an additional function to endow this concept with 

a great meaning, incomprehensible to humans. It seems that in this case the 

use of the word God in the plural should emphasize its omnipresence, 

plurality in comparison with human existence. 
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